ROSS Version 2.16.16 Release Notes

This is a synopsis of the new and corrected functionality included in ROSS version 2.16.16. The primary objective for this release is to update ROSS to remain compatible with the VIPR interface. Other changes include improvements to the IRWIN interface, usability improvements for Resource Clearinghouse and fixes for issues identified during fire season.

Installation
Users will need to uninstall the 2.16.15 client and download and install the 2.16.16 client after the deployment.

New or Changed Functionality
• The VIPR/ROSS interface now allows 10-digit zip codes to support addresses in Canada for vendors and resources
• Incidents invalidated in IRWIN, and not yet added to ROSS, will no longer display on Incident List screen. When an IRWIN Incident in ROSS is invalidated, an error will display on the Reminders Popup, Incident Header Errors Tab.
• Usability of the Pending Duplicates screen for the Resource Clearinghouse has been improved with the addition of Next and Previous buttons to navigate the pending duplicates, as well as filtering by last name.
• The notification of an incident changing to an Out of Area Response (OR) now includes information about the surviving incident, if that information is made available to ROSS by the external system that updates the incident type.
• The View Associated Requests menu item has been added to the Resource Status screen.

Reports Changes
• None.

Defects Fixed in this Version
• A bug has been corrected that prevented the Unit ID from being cleared for an organization.
• Column sorting is now maintained on the Pending Duplicates screen.
• If filling an assignment roster results in a subordinate request being placed to another dispatch, any child positions for that subordinate are deleted and the message displayed to the user includes the following: “Subordinate positions for E-1.1 have been deleted because it was placed to another dispatch center.” This allows the non-local dispatch center to fill the request however is needed.
• When attempting to reassign a prepositioned resource to another preposition incident but Release to Preposition was previously selected the error displayed to the user has been corrected: “This resource must be released back to [Incident #] Name before it can be reassigned to another preposition incident.”
• Sorting by Error Date has been corrected on the Incident Header Errors tab of the Reminders screen.

Additional Changes
• None.